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About Us

Company Reach

Sensus is the industry leader in providing a complete portfolio of digital products and solutions for the automotive industry. 

We work with world-class automotive technology providers who are experts in their field, to provide OEMs, Dealerships and Service Centers 
with products and solutions to transform their business digitally.

Our approach is to ensure our clients are equipped with the latest digital technology that connects every stage of the journey from presales 
to aftersales, seamlessly and with proven results.

Our team has an extensive background of working with some of the biggest names in technology and in the automotive sector. 
We pride ourselves on building strong relationships and providing excellent customer service. We focus not only on offering the latest 
technology but also ensuring our products are delivered and implemented seamlessly.

We are the official provider in the Middle East, 
Asia Pacific and Africa for our digital technology, 
with our customers spanning across 19 countries, 
three continents and growing.   
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The Sensus Digital Automotive Journey
Sensus has analyzed every stage of the automotive journey to provide you 
with the latest digital technology that aligns every stage from presales to 
aftersales. 

Our five-stage journey consists of technology and solutions which we have carefully 
chosen to support your business, provide connectivity and enhance customer engagement.  

Automotive Management Solutions



PRESALES | MARKETING
With the significant growth in online sales, more people are spending 
time online before making a purchasing decision. 

It is essential to establish an online presence that targets your potential 
customers correctly and builds your brands reputation successfully. 

Our Presale and Marketing category combines the latest presale solutions 
tailored to the automotive industry. They allow you to reach a wider 
audience, gain more leads and track your marketing performance.



Intelligent Marketing Campaigns
Our Intelligent marketing campaigns use advanced technology to extract data and 

intelligently make marketing predictions based on trends, customer interaction

and vehicle history. The system uses historical and new data to allow you to target 

your audience through email campaigns, SMS and WhatsApp more precisely than 

traditional methods. With the additional re-targeting element, the solution uses 

customer transaction history to gain information on what they respond to and create 

targeted marketing campaigns to boost conversion.

Leading Automotive Websites
Our websites are bespoke to the Automotive industry 

and tailored individually to each customer. 

With a creative team of 140, using the latest cutting

edge technology, chatbot integration and user-friendly 

platforms, our websites are no doubtable leaders in the 

industry. 

Not only are our websites visually outstanding, but they 

are built to increase customer interaction with the added 

option of E-commerce, Customer personalization and a 

Super search module.  We equip you with the latest 

Website technology helping you boost page views, and 

therefore generate more enquiries. 

Next Generation Retargeting Advertisements

Creative Video Marketing

PRESALES | MARKETING

Video is a powerful sales tool across the Automotive industry, bridging the gap for engaging, 

informing, and marketing to customers. Video marketing can increase conversions by 80 %, 

with 51 % of marketing professionals worldwide naming video as the type of content with the 

best ROI. Our creative videos allow you to market your business effectively with a video that is 

direct, widely accessible and engaging, improving your overall customer interaction. 

When combined with our Intelligent video solution app, it gives you the ability to send personal 

or promotional videos directly to a customer via email, SMS or WhatsApp. Allowing you to 

engage your customers, showcase your business, promotions and build relationships regardless 

of the time or location 

Retargeting is an extremely effective online advertising 

method that targets bounced-off website traffic and 

focuses on re-engaging customers via online ads that will 

persuade them to return to your website. Using our fully 

interactive ads, it allows shoppers to browse vehicles on 

other websites they visit and through our intelligent 

re-targeting, it displays the key vehicles and features 

the shopper has previously interacted with to promote 

them returning to your website.



ONLINE SHOWROOM
Using leading technology, our digital showroom products brings the dealership to the 
customer. A combination of the latest solutions creating a complete automotive purchase 
journey, allowing your customers to do everything from browsing, approving finance to 
purchasing a car completely online. 

With a competitive market, we provide technology that is tested and proven, to ensure the 
time your customers spend on your online showroom is engaging, informative and a 
seamless process.



The Future of Showroom Events
Our events technology gives your customers the choice of a Video appointment, 

meaning you can run your whole showroom event online or you can run it as a 

blended showroom/online event. Providing complete flexibility, total control and 

peace of mind for your customers and sales team.

The Booking System is built to help dealers sell more cars virtually and during face

to face limitations. It helps to control showroom footfall by giving customers dedicated 

appointment slots and takes all the hard work away from dealers by allowing customers 

to register and choose a convenient appointment slot online. The technology integrates 

with any dealer website, which means you can invite any website visitor to your event.

ONLINE SHOWROOM

Engage Customers with an Automotive Virtual Reality Experience.
Using our leading interactive tool, our 360 video spin solution puts the customer in the driver’s seat 

with a Virtual Reality Experience. 

It is the closest way for a customer to get a complete 360 view of a vehicle online. In under 5 minutes, 

an average user can create 360 interior and exterior spins, including live videos. This is 3-4 times faster 

than other photo methods. It’s the competitive advantage that thousands of dealers worldwide use 

to keep shoppers on their site longer. 

When combined with our Virtual showroom technology, it creates an interactive, virtual online experience. 

Enabling your customers to navigate around your showroom, browse cars, read vehicle information, book 

a test drive and purchase online.

Leading Automotive E-commerce and Website Technology
Our flexible, fully customizable online reservation and purchase platform, available

7/24 in real-time to ensure you don’t miss a sale. The software can take your dealer 

website to the next level, giving you control over deposit and valuation rules, offering 

the flexibility and a complete overview.

Our E-commerce technology works hand in hand with our bespoke automotive websites 

and Chatbot Technology, tailored individually to each customer. With a creative team of 

140, using the latest cutting-edge technology and user-friendly platforms, our websites 

are no doubtable leaders in the industry. Not only are our websites visually outstanding, 

but they built to increase customer interaction with the added option of our Super search 

module, an Instant at-your-fingertips keyword search aiming to help you get more details 

page views and therefore generate even more enquiries. 



The automotive industry has experienced changes to a customer’s buying journey with 
many now starting their purchasing journey online before they visit the showroom, this is 
due to significant growth in technology, innovation and customer preference. 

The goal is to make your customer's dealership experience work seamlessly with your online 
showroom. Using innovative and engaging solutions, our digital products allow you to present 
yourself to customers affectively and equipped with the latest tools. 

DEALERSHIP



DEALERSHIP

Empowering Evaluation Tool for Used Car Sales
Our Evaluation tool empowers dealerships by giving them the vehicle appraisal 

tools to make data-driven decisions about used cars. We offer a fully automated, 

single platform for vehicle appraisal, price guidance and analysis. 

Our industry-leading data, partnered with proprietary algorithms, helps reduce 

paperwork, eliminate mistakes of manual entry, improve productivity & provide 

great service to your customers. The platform supports all mobile and web devices, 

including Windows, Apple, Android, Web & Smart Watches.

Use Video to Connect with your Customers in Real-time Remotely.
Allow your dealership to Perform one-way live video streams from their mobile device to customers. In seconds the sales 

team can connect and share their screen to present vehicles, features or discuss specifications.

The platform is powered by an easy to use mobile app, which is faster than most video streaming technologies and most 

importantly doesn’t require the other party to have the app installed. When combined with our Intelligent video solution, it 

gives you the ability to send personal or promotional videos directly to a customer via email, SMS or WhatsApp, showcasing 

your business, promotions and build relationships regardless of the time or location. 

Leading Dealer Management System built by the 
leading developer and supplier of cloud-based software solutions 
Dealer Management systems are now at the forefront of running a successful dealership. 

The importance of using a DMS not only consists of business connectivity but ensuring it 

is built and equipped for constant growth within the industry, allowing dealers to manage 

their entire business from a single login platform. 

Our Dealer management system brings your manufacturer data to life in the showroom, 

through point-and-click functions for stepping through the sales process. It is built by the 

leading developer and supplier of cloud-based software solutions for automotive dealers 

and manufacturers worldwide. It's built to work for your dealership, through an automated 

CRM, providing both customer and internal staff, consisting notifications for follow-ups and 

reminders which is key to running a successful sales team.  



It is critical to provide optimized and connected systems that support more 
productivity and efficiency to your service reception, parts and workshop staff to 
create a seamless working environment.

Using leading aftersales technology, we have created a quick and easy online 
portal for a busy Service center. Creating an online environment for your service 
center, allows not only a digital booking and sales center, but promotes new 
business and leads to the service center. When combined with our marketing and 
re-targeting technology, your business can reach a wider audience.

ONLINE SERVICE CENTER / PARTS



Intelligently Run your Online Service Booking.
A well-functioning appointment system is the first step towards a successful service center, this achieved by 

using the latest technology. The platform isn't just a simple booking system, but it uses intelligent data based 

on history and predicts customer behaviors to communicate proactively and incentivizes customers to your 

online booking platform. 

Our system has been designed by Automotive experts that understand the customer journey, available 24/ 7 

to all customers via desktop, tablet and mobile to book their appointments. The platform ensures higher 

conversion on bookings and fewer dropouts but balancing between simplicity for the user but advanced 

enough to drive customer behaviors. When paired with our Chatbot it provides the extra support and 

streamlines interactions between customers and services, enhancing customer experience. 

ONLINE SERVICE CENTER / PARTS
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BOOK Your Service

Business Insights in the One Place
Managing your customer's experience in the Automotive 

sector is uniquely complex, which makes intelligent technology vital.

Our Automotive business intelligent tool provides a simplified stream 

of Aftersales Business Intelligence and insight all in one place.
 
The ABI tool offers the opportunity to report on custom defined KPI's 

in a common dashboard format, across multiple markets yet with the 

flexibility to adapt as the priorities and needs of your business change.  

Leading Automotive E-commerce 
and Website Technology
Our flexible, fully customizable online platform, takes your service center to 

the customer, Reducing the incoming telephone calls or emails to the service 

center, which often lead to poor customer experience and impacting retention. 

Our E-commerce technology works hand in hand with our websites. Selling 

parts online allows wider accessibility and less reliance on the service center. 

When combined with our Chatbot Technology, your business can intelligently 

direct the customer to the correct area of the business.

Our website creation is tailored individually to each customer. With a creative 

team of 140, using the latest cutting-edge technology and user-friendly platforms, 

our websites are no doubtable leaders in the industry. 



AFTERSALES | SERVICE CENTER
A successful service workshop depends on how the staff can manage 
multiple jobs and processes required, to perform the work needed on a 
customer’s vehicle, whilst delivering it at the agreed time and price. 

To execute this successfully, it is critical your service center is equipped 
with proven data-driven systems and customer-centric applications that 
directly improve customer retention and increase revenue. 

Our digital solutions for the service center category work across the core 
stages from booking to the retargeting of a customer.



AFTERSALES | SERVICE CENTER

Planning and Scheduling the Intelligent Way
Our intelligent workshop planning system covers the entire process of planning and scheduling. It is an 

intelligent, self-learning planning solution for automotive workshops and body shops. Based on smart 

algorithms that make it possible to automatically plan and re-plan work orders in the most efficient way, 

while taking into account customer preferences and special requirements. 

Wasted time will be reduced by the technicians no longer having to a time clock or go to the service 

reception department. Using the service tablet PC and solutions, such as digital job card, technician 

time clocking and job control, it eliminates wasted time.

Drive Efficiency and Profitability
Our electronic vehicle health check system helps service workshops 

improve efficiency and profitability. The technology is the Leading 

EVHC Provider and part of Snap-on Business Solutions, Snap-on 

Incorporated is a 3.7$ billion, S&P 500 Company. 

The platform is multi-lingual, allowing manufacturers to establish a 

standardised VHC process across their networks, delivering consistency 

of customer experience in keeping with their preferred brand values.

The state-of-the-art mobile walk-around vehicle inspection feature can 

adapt to retailers of all sizes and any processes already in place. 

The system helps service workshops improve efficiency and identify 

additional repair issues, generating a complete vehicle inspection report 

which can be sent to the customer in an easy to understand format 

resulting in additional workshop sales.

Use Video to Interact Directly with your 
Customers in Real Time.
Using Video is one of the most effective ways to interact 

with customer. With the use of our intelligent video 

solution, service staff can highlight essential vehicle 

repairs to the customer. Repair items are marked as red 

or amber and can be authorized immediately by the 

customer.

The platform can be used via email, SMS or WhatsApp. 

Allowing you to engage your customers, showcase your 

business, promotions and build relationships regardless 

of the time or location 

Business Insights in the One Place
Managing your customer's experience in the 

Automotive sector is uniquely complex, which 

makes intelligent technology vital. Our Automotive 

business intelligent tool provides a simplified stream 

of Aftersales Business Intelligence and insight all in 

one place. The ABI tool offers the opportunity to 

report on custom-defined KPI’s in a common 

dashboard format, across multiple markets yet with 

the flexibility to adapt as the priorities and needs of 

your business change.  



BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Making vital decisions about the direction of your business requires an intimate understanding of the financial performance of your dealer network. 

Together with Snap-on Business Solutions a unit of Snap-on Incorporated, a $3.7 billion, S&P 500 Company, we provide business management services that give you the information 

your business needs to measure performance, manage operations, processes and plan the steps you should take to meet your objectives.

We aim to improve your Dealer Performance through business management and consultancy. Our team highlights areas of improvement and recommend corrective action, resulting in 

enhancements measured through KPI.

Our comprehensive financial performance reporting service supports dealer groups 

in dealer performance and risk management, as well as a complete web-based 

solution for data mapping, submission and reporting.

A full operational review of the business to incorporate the 
following through KPI’S
 
General Management Procedures
 
New car sales Operation
 
Workshop operations
 
Parts Operation

 Customer Handling / Customer satisfaction
 
Asset / Cash flow management resource management
 
House Keeping / Facility Management
 
Quality of People / Training 

The platform covers



DEALER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Dealer Management systems are now at the forefront of running a successful dealership. The importance of using a DMS not only consists of business connectivity but ensuring it is built 

and equipped for constant growth within the industry, allowing dealers to manage their entire business from a single login platform.

Titan DMS is a leading developer and supplier of cloud-based software solutions for automotive dealers and manufacturers. The cloud-based Dealer Management System is designed for 

global application and has been adopted by dealerships covering over 45 different automotive brands throughout Australia, Europe, South Africa, Asia, and the Middle East.

By increasing visibility across all departments, Titan helps staff make more informed 

financial decisions. Visibility is about providing accurate data, presented in a way which 

is intuitive, live, and meaningful. Titan takes integration between departments to new 

levels; live accounting with full drill down back to source documents throughout all

departments, automated reconciliations within accounts, and single click deal 

processing within the showroom. 
 

Technologically Advanced
 
Cloud-Based Software as a Service (SaaS) 
 
Real-Time Parts Visibility
 
Full Accounts Functionality

Increase Profitability, efficiency and simplicity

For more information, please refer to our Dealer Management System brochure.
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